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What do you think about RSS/Social Bot for ABS?
Posted by webtester01 - 2010/04/05 06:10

_____________________________________

Ok, I just got RSS Bot and Social Bot and plan to use it with ABS to drive targeted traffic.
Now, would ABS work well with RSS Bot/Social Bot?
I plan to create at least 5 new blogger accounts a day and at least 30 blogs a week running on autopilot
(monetizing using CPA offers and Adsense).
So about 100 blogs a month running on autopilot and using RSS Bot once a week.
I plan to submit my blogs to blogcatalog, bookmark the blog using Bookmarking demon or Social Bot.
What do you think?
============================================================================

Re: What do you think about RSS/Social Bot for ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/05 06:38

_____________________________________

Yes, ABS will work with RSS Bot and Sicial Bot. But I wont recommend creating 5 blogs per day. If
you've read my 7-Day action plan, I suggest building just 1/day and there are many reasons for it.
When you take extra time to build a blog, you build it with quality in mind. Secondly, if you're going to
create 5 blogger blogs per day, make sure you have proxies.
If you're so sure that you can build high quality blogs in lesser time and want to build more blogs/day, I
suggest go with WP. Buy info domains or a good broad termed single domain and have the blogs on
sub-domains.
RSS Submissions and Bookmarking once a week should be fairly enough to get traffic. In fact, that's
what I do mostly.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:What do you think about RSS/Social Bot for ABS?
Posted by webtester01 - 2010/04/05 06:50

_____________________________________

Thanks for the quick reply!
I plan to built around 3 to 5 blogs a day using a blogger account since it's free...and you suggest using a
proxy each time I register a new blogger account? How would that work? What about using Mturk or
microworkers to get people to create new blogger accounts for me? Would that work?
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I could register a new .info generic domain like best-cool-gaming-tips.info and create tons of specific
subdomains like wordofwarcraft.best-cool-gaming-tips.info, but how long does it take to get indexed by
Google? Plus, since it's a new domain, I'm afraid if I built too many backlinks, it will get sandboxed by
Google...and a .info domain does not rank so well in Google compared to .com/org/net, right?
The other choice was to registered an expired domain that's at least a year old - so I would have no
problem building a lot of backlinks to it. But that could be costly...$30 just for a PR1 domain that's a year
old...
Now, if I were to host the autoblog on my domain, would there be any conflict with other plugins -- I plan
to install All-in-one-SEO, XML sitemap, MaxBlogPress Ninja Affiliate, Deep Link Engine, and I do have
WPunique (wpunify) plugin, but your software already makes the PLR content post unique, right?
============================================================================

Re:What do you think about RSS/Social Bot for ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/05 07:11

_____________________________________

I would suggest getting a good .com domain like best-cool-gaming-tips.com and have a number of
sub-domains. Sandbox is a myth. You can build a few backlinks, do some RSS submissions and social
bookmarking to get the domains indexed quickly.
ABS wont have any conflicts with other plug-ins as it posts just like you would manually do. All-In-One
SEO and every other WP plug-in works along with ABS.
Hope that helps.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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